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1 of 1 review helpful Gertrude Stein a scintillating personality By Carol Rae Bradford Gertrude Stein is so precious 
That woman really believed in herself Her writings cubist like Picasso s drawings She was a close friend of Picasso 
Her personality was striking I love to read her material however difficult it is to really understand She writes of her 
meetings with Mabel Dodge an art patron and writer herself T This collection a retrospective exhibit of the work of a 
woman who created a unique place for herself in the world of letters contains a sample of practically every period and 
every manner in Gertrude Stein s career It includes The Autobiography of Alice B Toklas in its entirety selected 
passages from The Making of Americans Melanctha from Three Lives portraits of the painters Cezanne Matisse and 
Picasso Tender Buttons the opera Four Saints in Three Acts an From the Inside Flap This collection a retrospective 
exhibit of the work of a woman who created a unique place for herself in the world of letters contains a sample of 
practically every period and every manner in Gertrude Stein s career It includes The Autob 
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wilder wrote our town a popular play and later film set in fictional grovers corners new hampshire it was inspired by 
his friend gertrude steins novel the  textbooks franz kafka 3 july 1883 3 june 1924 was a german language novelist 
and short story writer widely regarded as one of the major figures of 20th century literature  audiobook faber a w the 
lead pencil manufactory of a w faber at stein near nrnberg bavaria english as author faber ulricus see schmidel ulrich 
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